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The Mission

Once we know, everyone will know, all
there is to know about your business.

The Motto
Tell us your business,
we won’t keep it a secret! We promise!
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To capitalize on the various channels of
media outlets, we ensure your business will
cater to its customers through the sources
they are most plugged into.
We help you foster lasting partnerships to
optimize your brand's visibility by keeping
you connected via broadcast, print, and
online media.
In a world where the internet serves as the
catalyst for connecting to a wider audience,
its the fastest and easiest way to advertise
your product and services.
With Raquel Sherron at the helm of your
content and graphic needs, it is ensured that
your brand stands out and is accessible
across all media platforms.
With our web based services accessible
across all media platforms (i.e. mobile,
desktop and tablets, you and your brand will
always be accessible.
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Each business has a unique story, from its
name, to what it offers. As such, your brand's
description
will
be
designed
both
imaginatively and artistically.
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Raquel Sherron is a Writer, Media & Public
Relations Professional. Specializing in
promoting and re-branding your business
using a practical and user-friendly
approach to contemporary sources of
media outlets.
The central goal is to enhance your
business's image creatively. At the same
time, focusing on delivering quality
products and superb customer service. Our
pledge to you is: "Once we know, everyone
will know, all there is to know about your
Business." Being in business should not be
a secret, so the aim is to make known what
you have to offer. Hence the motto is: Tell
us your business, we won't keep it a
secret! We promise!
Raquel Sherron understands that market
trends are constantly changing, and it is
hard to maintain a committed client base.
However, with storytelling as the core
marketing strategy, this will help to build
relationships and develop the interest that
keeps customers attracted to your products
and services.
The storytelling method is the tool used as
the bonding agent between your business
and its customers.

www.lillyscapepublications.com
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Our creative team gives you a comprehensive
range of amenities that can be used to enhance
your product line:Content Marketing
Press Releases | Speech Writing
Commercial Scripting | Voiceovers
Editing | Proof Reading
E-Books | Newsletters
Content | Ghost Writing
Website Design | Maintenance
Social Media Management
Branding & Logo Designs
Raquel Sherron takes your business' idea from
concept to completion. Ensuring you reach your
targeted demographics while getting optimum
market value for your new or existing business.
Your brand can be created or revived with
innovative and fresh ideas aimed at promoting
continued customer loyalty.
The market will be kept well-informed of your
business' latest news and campaigns. Launching
incentives that will not only attract but maintain
the clientele you desire. Our goal is to creatively
enhance your business' image while you focus
on delivering quality products and services.

www.lillyscapepublications.com
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Although the creative process is steered inhouse, your voice and vision are incorporated to
bring the concept to life. The power of media
presence and the endless possibilities it can
generate for your Company has been proven
over and repeatedly.
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We do it write
the first time!
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We write,
so you don't have
too!

Kits

SOCIAL MEDIA

When how you look is JUST as important as what you say!

Description
We understand that most times,
your brand may not have the time to
update your social media platforms
continually. Fortunately, this is
where we provide digitally savvy
content and instantly respond to
consumers' demands via these
outlets.

65.00

3 days

www.lillyscapepublications.com

What You Get
6 Social Media Templates
Sized to fit: Facebook, Twitter
& Instagram
IG stories templates & covers
First 6 captions for social
media postings
Facebook Cover Photo |
YouTube Banner
Customized hashtags and
recommended hashtags for
your brand's niche
Editing/reuse-able access to
templates using CANVA
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Management
SOCIAL MEDIA

the write fit, for the write niche

Description
As Social Media has evolved into the
mecca of advertisement, we seek to
manage your social media outlets to
drive traffic directly toward your
business. With consumerism moving at
the speed of light, it is crucial to keep
the pulse of social connections timely.
Knowing that responding to your
customers' needs through this medium
is vital to your business' survival. This is
one less concern for you, as we'll
manage this medium with prime
awareness.

150.00

What You Get
Social Media Set-Up
Social Media Management
Social Media Content Creation
Social Media Ad Campaigns|
Boosting
Answering all inbox messages

Per Month
Posting 3 days per week

www.lillyscapepublications.com
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WebOVERVIEW
Design
Using the WIX web-design platform, a
customized cloud-based website is created
based on the client's needs. A design that
best highlights the brand's products and
services is selected, then tailored to for
user-friendliness.
These criteria will serve as the outline to
allow the designer to create an HTML5 web
and mobile site, using drag and drop
methods.

What You Get
All rights & access to the website
upon site's completion.
Initial

SEO

optimization

description.
45 minutes tutorial on how to
navigate WIX to make changes
to your site. (Meeting via Zoom)
Client is responsible for paying

While the initial website is customized to
your specifications, the drag and drop
method eliminates the use of a software
developer or programmer.

an up-front cost for a domain
purchase
purchased)

(if

not
and

already
hosting

(minimum time frame is annual).

This allows for easy maintenance and
changes as needed. All of which can be
done by the client or the designer if needed.

www.lillyscapepublications.com
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Web Design
Options
Should you require a more expedient time frame, the rate is $60 per hour.
To add additional pages to an existing website, please inquire for a quotation.

Package 1

Package 2

Package 3

1 Page
Parallax scrolling
website
Site layout
includes:
Welcome, About,
& Contact Page.
15 Days
maintenance
after site is live

2-3 Page w/
Parallax scrolling
Site layout
including but not
limited to
Welcome, About,
Product &
Services and
Contact Pages.
Sized across all
digital devices
1 month
maintenance
after site is live

4-6 Page w/
Parallax scrolling
Site layout
including but not
limited to
Welcome, About,
Product &
Services and
Contact Page
Vlog | Podcast
upload to site
Sized across all
digital devices
2 month
maintenance
after site is live

All content provided
by client

14 DAYS

$450

Content revised and
edited as deemed fit
by site editor

21 DAYS

All content
ghostwritten by site
editor

30 DAYS

$650

www.lillyscapepublications.com

$1,000
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GhostWriting

We're

Write on the Money!

Description
Sometimes you have a million thoughts racing through your mind, and it's
occasionally hard to translate those thoughts into words. Allow us to tell your
story. We collaborate on your speaking style, the vision of the project, the
targeted audience, and marketing strategies. If it requires documenting, we can
craft it to perfection.
Ghostwriting Social and Digital Media Content: An online presence is
trending and paramount to any business's survival. It has simply become the
'must-have' tool that keeps a business-relevant when it comes to
advertisement.
Ghostwriters for Speeches: Hearing a good speech is like watching a good
movie. Capturing your audience's full attention is not the only goal but also
to ensure they remember what was said. Allow the wordsmiths to craft
remarks and presentations, so you not only breakthrough but stand out.
Ghostwriting for Manuscripts: Turning your ideas and stories into polished
works is our specialty. In a world where self-publishing is a new
phenomenon, authors no longer have to suffer rejection after rejection from
major publishing houses. Allow us to construct your business how-tos, selfhelp books, memoirs, or novels from conception to completion.
We skillfully build each element of the project in your own words. With a team
of skillful artists, we can create book design and layout and ensure your
published work is edited to the best industry standards.

What You Get

1 Brainstorming Session
3 rounds of edits
Ownership rights to all content created in the
Author's name.
Editing privileges to created content
PDF file (for distribution)

VOICEOVER & SCRIPTING.........$100
This service includes writing a script for your
commercial ad and recording the voiceover.

BIO CREATION.......................$100.00
This service includes a brainstorming session, where
all information is gathered.

BLOG ENTRY...........................$150.00
This service is designed to give you a boost in your
Blog content. Perhaps you haven't posted in a while,
let's discuss how to bring your voice to light.

CHILDREN'S BOOK................$400.00
Pricing for this service can be customized to include
Cover design and illustrations. *Price revision
depending on the body of work.

PRESS RELEASE......................$100.00
When you need to bring your business to the forefront.

WEB CONTENT......................$300.00
Pricing for this service cover all the scripting needed
for an existing web-site. Should you use our service
for a new web-site development, this cost will be
reduced. (See Web Design Packages, Page 11)

Bringing the write
thought to life.

tsiL ecirP

This service requires consultation. Based on the scope
of work, a quotation will be issued.
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MANUSCRIPT WRITING..............T.B.A

Editing Services

When an extra pair of eyes will make it WRITE!.

What You Get
Consultation
3 Brainstorming Sessions via
Zoom (30 mins each)
Layout for print and
electronic
Book Cover Design
(additional cost)

Price Range
Substantive Editing $ 1,800
Copy Editing $ 1,500
Proof Reading $ 1,000
These prices are for manuscript editing for
a maximum of 30,000 words. Further
pricing apllies to larger bodies of work.

Delivery Time

Description
As an Independent Publisher, Raquel
Sherron will guide you through the
process of becoming a published
author. We take your project from
concept to design to printing and
distribution,
whether
e-book
or
print. We tailor each package to fit the
author's needs and requirements, but
more importantly, the budget. We offer
three
distinct
but
customizable
packages:
Peonies (Basic)
Magnolia (Advanced)
Calla-Lilly (Premier)
Each package comprises of 3 common
elements:
Editing
(proofreading),
Typographical Layout and Publication.
We offer three levels of editing; each
serves a different purpose, which can
all be included or customized to a
specific author's need.

BASED ON BODY OF WORK

www.lillyscapepublications.com
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Editing Services

When an extra pair of eyes will make it WRITE!.

Each package comprises of 3 common elements: Editing (proofreading),
Typographical Layout and Publication. The three levels of editing offered, each
serves a different purpose, which can all be included or customized to a specific
author's need.
Substantive editing - [which is sometimes referred to as content and
structural editing]. This method requires working intimately with the author
from start to finish so that the story is developed to suit the intended audience.
The aim is then to ensure that the structure, content, language, style, and
presentation of the document are appropriate for the intended audience and is
executed. The editor is not responsible for rewriting or rewording the content
but makes suggestions to the writer where changes can be made.
Copyediting - ensures that the written work is concise and has clarity and
uniformed consistency throughout the entire document. This process verifies
that grammar, spelling, punctuation, and style are all accurate. The editor
focuses on removing awkward or inappropriate phrasing and eliminates
improper verbiage use, which is all usually achieved by going through the text
multiple times. Significant rewriting is often not involved.
Proofreading – this ensures that the document is print-ready after design and
initial proofing. It confirms that all the material features are in proper order; all
amendments have been inserted or deleted. This process gives the author a
snapshot of what the completed book looks like. It also ensures that the house
or other set style has been followed.
This last stage looks for typographical errors, formatting issues or any design or
layout inconsistencies. In essence, this is the final inspection before the book is
printed or posted for any public viewing.
Additionally, we provide: Author Press Release | E-blast | Social Media
Advertisement.

www.lillyscapepublications.com
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Despite popular perception, we do judge a book by its cover. Having an eyecatching design will help your manuscript to stand out among hundreds of others
in its genre. The cover will be designed to the author's specifications and will aim
to convey the book's message visually.

MANUSCRIPT COVER DESIGN

.......................................... $290.00

The cover design includes: front, back, and spine.
The client can provide the front cover imagery (but it MUST be a
purchased stock photo), OR the image can be provided by the designer.
In this case, the client will be given two (2) options to choose from.
The back cover will include the manuscript's synopsis, a brief author's
bio, and barcode (for ISBN purposes) and a reader review (optional),
The spine features the book's title and author's name and is sized to
accommodate the number of pages in the manuscript.
TIME FRAME: 7-10 DAYS | 2 Rounds of Edits (additional edits will incur
additional costs).
Upon approval, the design will be made available to the client in PDF-printready format.

MANUSCRIPT interior layout ................................ $550.00

(This fixed price is based on an estimated manuscript of 180-200 pages. The pricing will be adjusted
depending on the scope of work.)

Using professional desktop publishing software, the manuscript's interior
will be designed to complement the book's exterior design. Inclusive of: the
table of contents, custom chapter headers, page numbers and headers―all
using industry standards. The design will be made available to the client in
PDF-print-ready (paperback) format.
TIME FRAME: 14-18 DAYS | 2 Rounds of Edits (additional edits will incur
additional cost)

kindle direct publishing.(KDP via AMAZON.com) ........... $200.00

Upload manuscript, including cover to KDP, for sale on Amazon.com. This
including set-up for the pre-order offer, and initial marketing campaign.

E-BOOK/kindle FORMATed file (.KPF)

..................................................... $80.00

This file allows you to keep the decorative format of the print book for the e-book.

www.lillyscapepublications.com
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DOOR WRAP..........................$70.00
This service includes a brainstorming session,
where all information is gathered.

INVITATION..............................$25.00
Invitation for Printing | Animated & Non-Animated
E-vites | R.S.V.P Cards

GIFT CERTIFICATE...................$20.00
Pricing for this service can be customized to include
Cover design and illustrations.

BUSINESS KIT..........................$200.00
Letterheads, Envelopes, Email Signature Design,
Business Card, Price List

BUSINESS CARDS.....................$40.00

sngiseD & scihparG

This service includes a brainstorming session, where
all information is gathered.

When you need to bring your business to the forefront.
(Single | Double-sided)

LOGOS...................................$125.00
This includes 3 variations of the Logo;
Main Logo | Alternate Logo & Watermark

Bringing the write
thought to life.
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FLYER........................................$50.00

Religious Section

ReligiousPrice
Section
List
BI-FOLD PROGRAMS...............$50.00
We recommend using this service for Church
services and other religious programs
(e.g. Christmas productions).

IN REMEMBRANCE ...............$350.00
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The package includes a notice for newspaper
announcements, an obituary for the service, and a
keepsake design (pin or t-shirt).

DRAMAS & PLAYWRITES......$250.00
Churches: Easter | Christmas | Summer Productions |
Pricing is based on a six-scene play, which includes
actors, extras, costume and prop suggestions, and
soundtrack recommendations.

it's all about the write fit!

ENILEMIT
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First Step

02

Second Step

Complete the Questionnaire. Based on the expressed
needs, a proposal with concept and pricing will be
drafted.

An agreement is signed between both parties, and a
50% deposit is required for work to commence.

tcejorP
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Third Step

04

Fourth Step

Review and editing process commences after the
mid-project mark. An additional 40% of payment is
required.

The final round of edits and review is complete, and
the project is tested/approved by the customer.

05

www.lillyscapepublications.com

Final Step
If needed, a tutorial is given, and the site goes
live/documentation and/or access will be sent to the
client as agreed. The final 10% payment is due.
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Why Should you

Work with Us!
01
02
03

Innovative
While you can use standard templates for your brands
new look, having a cookie-cutter look will not help you
stand out in saturated marketing platform. We guarantee a
clean and unique customized look each time.

Reliable
We pride ourselves on meeting deadlines. Because we
work independently, we are available to answer questions
when you need us.

Accessible
With such technological advancements, we are reachable
via all web-based communication platforms. Our tutorials
for your services that require backend input, we offer a
virtual meeting environment that are recorded for to
rewatch in the event you need to revisit a step.

www.lillyscapepublications.com
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F.A.Q's

Frequently Asked Questions

01
02

How do I reserve service?
Complete Questionnaire for major project and a proposal
with concept and pricing will be drafted based on needs.

What is needed for project to begin?
Agreement is signed between both parties and 40%
deposit is requested for work to commence.

03

What if I change my mind, can
services be cancelled?

04

How are payments made?

After contract is signed it will outline the terms and
conditions of our cancellation policy.

Final approval of product by client. Once project is
approved, final payment is to be electronically received
after invoiced. (Using PayPal or e-Banking)

www.lillyscapepublications.com
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Questionnaire
Which service are you in need of?
Logo & Photos are to be provided in High
Resolution
Content / Outline Pages for Website
About (Bio is needed)
Products & Services
Contact Page
Will you provide text for the content, or would
this need to be written for you?
Do you wish to add an audio/video element to
your site? (i.e. podcast or vlog-style content)
Desired colour scheme combination (no more
than 3 to 4 colours is advised)
Desired fonts (i.e. Calligraphy, Standard
Typography)
Provide concept for Webpage (i.e. Blog,
Informational, Event Planning etc.)
Is there a website that you've seen for
inspiration? Please provide a name.
Desired deadline for completion?
Do you currently have your domain name? If not,
please provide the domain name you wish to
retain (this is based on availability).
Do you wish to have a personalized email
address added to the site?
(i.e. hello@necole.com)
Will you require social media kits to match the
website? (i.e. Facebook Banner | IG templates)
Please email responses to:
hello@raquelsherron.com

www.lillyscapepublications.com
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Meet the

Craftsman

With a background in Creative Writing &
Communications, Public Relations &
Digital Marketing, your brand will be
designed using cutting edge technology
and in line with market trends.

www.lillyscapepublications.com
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Contact Information
Email

hello@raquelsherron.com

Mobile Phone

250.880.6625 (WhatsApp & iMessage)

Website

www.lillyscapepublications.com

CALL TO ACTION

www.lillyscapepublications.com
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